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Introduction 
The idea for this project came about during my discussion with Iain Sturrock and Delia Baillie 
on 12 November 2013, about the paradox of being an aspiring minimalist with an obsessive 
tendency to collect and hoard (information and objects). ‘The Hospital for Dazed Art’ 
exhibition gave me the opportunity to confront the latent anxiety about the amount of stuff I 
have been responsible for creating during my life, much of which is still in storage or on 
display in the house where I was born and where my parents still live. 
 
On 11 - 12 January 2014, I spent two days back there sorting through everything. The plan 
was to review, take account of and then order everything single last thing, in the hope of 
disposing of what could now be deemed ‘unnecessary’. When I opened up the cupboard in 
my old bedroom and discovered horrors such as all my old school books since nursery and 
twenty years’ worth of holiday snaps - all carefully conserved by my former self - I quickly 
realised what an overwhelming task this would be. 
 
After several hours of sifting through, I discovered a printout of an essay by French writer 
George Perec, which I had used in my dissertation in 2003. “Attempt at an Inventory of the 
Liquid and Solid Foodstuffs Ingurgitated by Me in the Course of the Year Nineteen Hundred 
and Seventy-Four” (1976) was one of the many detailed accounts of his life he produced as 
the result of his underlying fear of being forgotten. I decided to borrow from his title, taking 
comfort in using the word ‘attempt’ to pre-empt the inevitable inaccuracy and failure in 
achieving such an ambitious goal.  
 
My resulting ‘inventory’ is presented on the following pages alongside one selected work - my 
first known self-portrait (c.1983) painted in poster paint at the nursery of Compton First School 
in Ealing. This has been on display in my parents’ kitchen for the last 30 years, until now. 
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Selfies 

 

Self Portrait (c. 1983) 
 Now on display at The Briggait in 

Glasgow 
 Materials: poster paint on sugar paper 
 Dimensions: 26 x 35 cm 

 

 
My Self Book (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: collage on sugar paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 42 cm 

 

 
Self Portrait (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on sugar 

paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 42 cm 
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Ellie Stencil (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper with sugar paper 

mount 
 Dimensions: 30 x 30 cm 

 

 
Self Portrait in the Style of Modigliani 
(1994) 
 In storage in A2 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: poster paint on paper 
 Dimensions: 42 x 59 cm 

 

 
Asleep on the Sofa (c. 1996) 
 In storage in A1 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil on paper 
 Dimensions: 84 x 59 cm 

 

 
Reflection (1997) 
 On display on wall on landing 
 Materials: acrylic on card 
 Dimensions: 70 x 70 cm 
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Leviathan (June 1997) 
 In storage behind filing cabinets in loft 
 Materials: acrylic on board 
 Dimensions: 61 x 152 cm 

 

 
Profile (Autumn 1997) 
 On display on dresser in dining room 
 Materials: metal wire 
 Dimensions: 20 x 30 x 30 cm 

 

 
Eat 22 (March 2002) 
 On display on wall on landing 
 Materials: digital print 
 Dimensions: 84 x 115 cm 
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The Monthly Sculptures Determined by 
the Daily Quantification Records  
(July 2003) 
 In storage rolled up inside wardrobe in 

bedroom 
 Materials: digital print 
 Dimensions: 200 x 140 cm 

 

 

 
The Monthly Sculptures Determined by 
the Daily Quantification Records  
(July 2003) 
 In storage in box in cupboard in loft 
 Materials: 6 fibreglass sculptures 
 Dimensions: various sizes 
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Abstract Works 

 

Embroidery (July 1983) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: coloured thread on fabric 
 Dimensions: 12 x 12 cm 

 

 
Robot (c. 1983) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: collage on sugar paper 
 Dimensions: 21 x 30 cm 

 

 
Abstract Shapes (15 March 1988) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on newsprint 
 Dimensions: 21 x 15 cm 
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Air Vents (Autumn 1997) 
 On display on dresser in dining room 
 Materials: ceramic with glaze 
 Dimensions: 12 x 14 x 20 cm 
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Art / History 

 

The Parisienne after Renoir (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on sugar 

paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 42 cm 

 

 
A Roman Soldier (c. 1986) 
 In storage in "The Romans" book under 

bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on paper 
 Dimensions: 21 x 30 cm 

 

 
Pompeii (c. 1986) 
 In storage in "The Romans" book under 

bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on paper 
 Dimensions: 21 x 30 cm 
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Romans Fighting (c. 1986) 
 In storage in "The Romans" book under 

bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on sugar 

paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Roman (c. 1986) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on paper 
 Dimensions: 15 x 21 cm 

 

 
Claes Oldenburg (1997) 
 In storage under bed in loft 
 Materials: fabric, papier-mâché and paint 
 Dimensions: 55 x 40 x 13 cm 
 Book containing dissertation 

 

 
Flea Gallery (March 2000) 
 In storage in cupboard in bedroom 
 Materials: MDF, hardboard and paint 
 Dimensions: 50 x 60 x 20 cm 
 Collaboration with Jon Burgerman 
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Culture / Politics 

 

Fireworks Display (c. 1984) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: chalk on sugar paper 
 Dimensions: 42 x 30 cm 

 

 
Morris Dancing (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 21 x 30 cm 

 

 
Chinese New Year (c. 1986) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on paper 
 Dimensions: 21 x 30 cm 
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Maggie Thatcher (c. 1988) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Passport (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 10 x 9 cm 

 

 
Homeless Person (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and paint on paper 
 Dimensions: 21 x 30 cm 

 

 
Homeless Person (c. 1991) 
 On display on shelves in parents' 

bedroom 
 Materials: ceramic and poster paint with 

PVA varnish 
 Dimensions: 10 x 7 x 5 cm 
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Still Life for the Millennium (1997) 
 On display on wall in loft 
 Materials: collage, papier-mâché and 

paint 
 Dimensions: 100 x 100 cm 

 

 
World Going Down the Toilet (1997) 
 On display in loft 
 Materials: ceramic with glaze, cotton 

wool and paint 
 Dimensions: 50 x 30 x 70 cm 

 

 
Mad Cow (1998) 
 In storage behind filing cabinets in loft 
 Materials: household gloss on canvas 
 Dimensions: 130 x 110 cm 
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Commodity Fetishism 

 

Lion Bar Easter Egg (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Frisk Cat Food (c. 1986) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper with sugar 

paper mount 
 Dimensions: 15 x 21 cm 

 

 
Watch (c. 1986) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and pen on newsprint 
 Dimensions: 10 x 30 cm 
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Skate Shoe (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen and pencil on paper 
 Dimensions: 15 x 12 cm 

 

 
Converse (c. 1990) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil on paper 
 Dimensions: 13 x 10 cm 

 

 
Mars Bar (c. 1990) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 16 x 5 cm 

 

 

 
Pint of Guinness (c. 1995) 
 In storage in A2 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 42 x 59 cm 

 

 
Food in Art (1998) 
 In storage under bed in loft 
 Materials: acrylic paint on paper and 

card 
 Dimensions: 50 x 25 x 5 cm 
 Book containing dissertation 
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Phone Case Study (May 1999) 
 In storage in box in cupboard in 

bedroom 
 Materials: fabric 
 Dimensions: variable 

 

 

 
Zebra Crossing (May 1999) 
 In storage in box in cupboard in 

bedroom 
 Materials: fabric 
 Dimensions: variable 
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Food 

 

Tomato (1994) 
 In storage in A2 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: poster paint on paper 
 Dimensions: 42 x 59 cm 

 

 
Aubergine (1998) 
 On display on wall in scullery 
 Materials: acrylic and household gloss 

on canvas 
 Dimensions: 35 x 35 cm 

 

 
Courgette (1998) 
 On display on wall in scullery 
 Materials: acrylic and household gloss 

on canvas 
 Dimensions: 35 x 35 cm 

 

 
Hamburger (1998) 
 On display on top of plug socket in 

kitchen 
 Materials: enamel on board 
 Dimensions: 30 x 18 cm 
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Vegetable Kebab (March 1998) 
 In storage rolled up inside wardrobe in 

bedroom 
 Materials: oil and acrylic on canvas 
 Dimensions: 200 x 160 cm 

 

 
Couch Potato (June 1998) 
 In storage in box in cupboard in bedroom 
 Materials: mixed media 
 Dimensions: variable 

 

 
Vegetable (June 1998) 
 In storage in box in cupboard in bedroom 
 Materials: mixed media 
 Dimensions: variable 

 

 
Lemons? (June 1998) 
 In storage in box in cupboard in bedroom 
 Materials: digital watches and calculators 
 Dimensions: variable 

 

 
Potential Generator (May 2001) 
 In storage in greenhouse 
 Materials: modified exercise bike 
 Dimensions: 160 x 45 x 105 cm 
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Transport 

 

Stormy Sea (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
The Comfort (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Lighthouse (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: poster paint on sugar paper 
 Dimensions: 42 x 30 cm 

 

 
Safety Folder (c. 1986) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen and crayon on sugar 

paper 
 Dimensions: 43 x 34 cm 
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Space Ship (c. 1988) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on paper 
 Dimensions: 8 x 8 cm 

 

 

 
Train Safety for Under 5s (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 6 x 8 cm 

 

 
Sea Cat (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on lined paper 
 Dimensions: 15 x 12 cm 

 

 
An Idiot's Guide to London Buses  
(c. 1991) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 24 x 21 cm 

 

 
Sailing Information (c. 1991) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on card with laminate 
 Dimensions: 11 x 8 cm 
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Gold Card Adventures Totaliser 
(November 2002) 
 In storage inside wardrobe in bedroom 
 Materials: cardboard, paper and paint 
 Dimensions: 60 x 30 x 100 cm 

 

 
Gold Card Adventures (January 2005) 
 On display on wall by fridge in kitchen 
 Materials: digital print 
 Dimensions: 42 x 70 cm 
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Nature / Landscape 

 

Swans (c. 1984) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: crayon on sugar paper 
 Dimensions: 42 x 30 cm 

 

 
Country Cottage (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: poster paint on sugar paper 
 Dimensions: 42 x 30 cm 

 

 
Shell (27 January 1989) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pastels and charcoal on paper 
 Dimensions: 37 x 28 cm 
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Fantasy Landscape (c. 1996) 
 In storage under bed in loft 
 Materials: poster paint on paper 
 Dimensions: 168 x 30 cm 

 

 

 
Daffodils (February 1999) 
 On display on top of fireplace in sitting 

room 
 Materials: acrylic on canvas 
 Dimensions: 14 x 20 cm 
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Animals 

 

Horse Race (c. 1983) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen and pencil on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Dalmatian (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 21 x 30 cm 

 

 
Friday (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Horse (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 
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Tiger (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Tiger Riddle (c. 1985) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on 

newsprint 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Buzzard (c. 1987) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Moose Bookmark (c. 1987) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on paper 
 Dimensions: 9 x 18 cm 
 Collaboration with Alex Nesbitt 
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Penguin Bookmark (c. 1987) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and crayon on paper 
 Dimensions: 9 x 18 cm 
 Collaboration with Alex Nesbitt 

 

 
Friday (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: charcoal on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Cat and Mouse (c. 1990) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: paint and collage on card 
 Dimensions: 42 x 25 cm 

 

 
Crocodile Pop-up (c. 1990) 
 In storage in A3 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen and collage on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 
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Cartoon Dog (c. 1991) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper with laminate 
 Dimensions: 8 x 8 cm 

 

 
Gurnell Pet Show (c. 1991) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Contrast (June 1994) 
 In storage in A2 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: poster paint on paper 
 Dimensions: 42 x 59 cm 

 

 
Penguin Nightlight (1995) 
 In storage in box in cupboard in bedroom 
 Materials: paint on moulded plastic with 

perspex base 
 Dimensions: 10 x 10 x 11 cm 
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Salmon (June 1995) 
 In storage in A2 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: poster paint on paper 
 Dimensions: 42 x 59 cm 

 

 
Beverly (1999) 
 On display on wall by fireplace in sitting 

room 
 Materials: acrylic on canvas 
 Dimensions: 14 x 20 cm 

 

 
Mini (1999) 
 On display on wall by fireplace in sitting 

room 
 Materials: acrylic on canvas 
 Dimensions: 14 x 20 cm 

 

 
The Race (February 2000) 
 In storage in box in cupboard in bedroom 
 Materials: 2 fibreglass sculptures 
 Dimensions: 8 x 4 x 5 cm 
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Miscellaneous 

 

Happy Birthday Mummy (c. 1982) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper with sugar paper 

mount 
 Dimensions: 25 x 20 cm 

 

 
Super Specs (c. 1987) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pencil and pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Eleanor Entry Card (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on card with laminate 
 Dimensions: 8 x 5 cm 

 

 

 
Menace's Times Tables (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen and pencil on card 
 Dimensions: 21 x 21 cm 
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Le Club des Déguelasses (c. 1989) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on card with laminate 
 Dimensions: 7 x 5 cm 

 

 
Phone Number Card (c. 1990) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen and collage on card with 

laminate 
 Dimensions: 7 x 5 cm 

 

 
De Club de van de Viezerikjes (c. 1990) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on card with laminate 
 Dimensions: 7 x 5 cm 

 

 
Birthday Card (c. 1991) 
 In storage in A4 folder under bed in loft 
 Materials: pen on paper 
 Dimensions: 30 x 21 cm 

 

 
Robot Skull Mask (October 1997) 
 On display on filing cabinets in loft 
 Materials: embossed foil and card 
 Dimensions: 20 x 30 x 20 cm 
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